Abstract - Cache memory performance analysis is a challenging topic upon first introduction. Students must synthesize a significant amount of computer architecture knowledge, comprehend reasonably complex replacement strategies, and analyze performance. We propose a programming exercise that has students develop a visual cache memory simulator and then use the simulator to analyze several memory reference trace files. Our student learning assessment measured the quality of each team programming exercise solution and each individual’s own cache performance analysis. In addition, the final exam has several questions related to cache memory. Early results indicate students achieve a better understanding of cache memory and its impact on performance.

Index Terms – Cache Memory, Performance Analysis, Computer Architecture, Programming Project.

INTRODUCTION

Our students study computer architecture in the spring semester of their sophomore year. These students have declared the computer science major and have completed two computer science courses – Introduction to Computer Science and Computer Programming I. Students also take Introductory Digital Systems from the Electrical Engineering department introducing them to 2’s complement arithmetic, basic logic gates, and logic design. Students take their first data structures course, Computer Programming II, in conjunction with computer architecture. Since the architecture course is early in the program, most students are still in the process of developing strong programming abilities. This is the first course students develop in a language other than Ada.

The CS program meets the ACM 2001 curriculum guidelines [4], with computer architecture requirements split 30-50-10-5-5 (%) among digital systems, computer architecture, operating systems, networks and compiler courses respectively – more detail is in [1]. The six hours of cache memory material are organized as an overview, direct-mapped cache design and analysis, m-way associative design, overall performance analysis, a short introduction to virtual memory and the roles that cache, main memory, and swap space play in the memory hierarchy. Abstraction and in-depth detail are balanced to help students understand each piece without getting bogged down in details.

PROGRAMMING EXERCISE DESIGN

One of the issues with the many cache simulators often presented is that they either are command-line based or do not permit large-scale cache analysis [2-3, 5-7]. In this paper we describe a team-based programming exercise (PEX), a cache simulator visualization, to analyze cache performance. We designed the exercise to include a graphical user interface (GUI) with a window showing the cache status. Of course, the simulator must have the ability to produce the requisite hit/miss data for a given trace. Each trace file used contained 1,000,000 memory accesses. Our cache simulator exercise is the last of a four-part PEX series with the first three PEXes and other course information extensively described in [1].

The requirements for the simulator include single-stepping and high-speed analysis of a given memory reference trace file. The simulator must display the individual fields for each memory reference. A visual detailed and summary representation of hits, initialization misses, and collisions completes the requirements. To aid the students with this exercise, we have them work in groups of three, provide a simulator source code template, and have a compiled executable instructor solution available. The template is structured so that students work on the heart of the cache algorithm without having to design a GUI from scratch.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND OTHER TOOLS

The primary programming language for the US Air Force Academy computer science program is Ada, the only computer language used in the first two years of the Academy program. Tools such as RAPID [8] and AdaGraph [9] are utilized to make it easy to develop the user interface. Students analyze benchmark programs with provided traces and gather traces from their own code using the Ada debugger and command line pipes. Within their teams, students generate traces of their “best” SPIM and Ada programs from the previous programming exercise. This further increases their exposure to command-line filter facilities early in their academic career. In addition, the Ada trace facility forces students to use a debugger, something they often like to avoid.

Figure 1 on the next page shows the interface and robust functionality of our simulator. Once students have added their own source code, this functionality includes cache analysis, logging, single-step, full speed and hi-speed simulation. The full speed simulation is interruptible at any time and the high
speed simulation means that the GUI updates only once after
the simulation is finished. Single-stepping is used for
debugging / hand-tracing, while the hi-speed mode is used on
large files. The user may select associativity, number of sets
(cache lines), block size, and word size. The display reports
the progress of the simulation as well as the various fields of
the address, i.e. tag, set number, block offset, and byte offset.

While the internal cache analysis piece was similar to previous
offerings, the GUI component was new, and hopefully more
instructional. The GUI version identified each memory field
(tag, block offset) and the most recent result (hit, collision,
etc.) for each block, along with the overall cache performance.
For extra credit, the student teams could incorporate additional
GUI components of their own design into the simulator.

CONCLUSIONS

We have described a cache simulator exercise that visualizes
cache behavior in a team environment. We are still in the
process of collecting data to see if this project significantly
increases a student’s ability to understand cache memories.

One of the future extensions involves an additional
visualization showing a mapping from the memory address to
the cache address with the line color indicating a hit or miss as
shown in Figure 3 below. This implementation is done in the
Java programming language using an open-source chart and
plot package. We are developing additional visualizations, but
they are not presented here due to space limitations.

Another extension is a user help file that explains the
program, the functions of the various buttons, displays, etc.
Students would expand the help file to demonstrate their
understanding and promote other users’ understanding.
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